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•  Develops and integrates:	

–  Concepts, Processes, Technologies, 
Organizational Designs	

•  Gains advantage, Avoids surprise	

•  Incremental or Sweeping change	

•  Not the whole answer!	

“The first, the supreme, the most far-
reaching act of judgement that the statesman 
and commander have to make is to establish 









•  ‘Legacy War’ (Desert Storm)	

•  ‘Systemic War’ (Afghanistan)	

•  ‘Cyber War’ (Telecommunications)	

•  ‘Peace Support Operations’	

•  ‘War on Terrorism’	
















•  A ‘Mission’ is a specific task given to an 
operational commander in support of his 
organization’s role	

•  Roles determine missions and draw  the resources 
that go with them	







 Deter, Compel, Win	

Defender	


















–  Force cannot adapt	

•  Capabilities-based force is structured around a set 
of capabilities	

–  Capabilities can be adapted to new threats	







•  What roles for military forces?	

•  Do we have the right equipment?	

–  Training impact of new systems? Manning levels?	

•  Do we have reserve forces?	

–  Which specialties? Length of commitment?	

•  Do we use civilians?	

–  Bureaucratic or technical? How many?	

•  What is the ‘tooth-to-tail’ ratio?	













•  Protect maritime interests and air space 	

•  Protect critical infrastructure	

•  Manage consequences of terrorist attack	

•  Conduct Peace Support Operations	

•  Build large public works projects	

Military versus Police Roles	

•  Armed forces responsible for responding to 
external threats	

•  Police forces responsible for enforcing the 
law and maintaining internal order	

These responsibilities are almost always 




































Big Changes Take Time	

•  Major change disrupts normal routines	

•  Major change requires new thinking and 
training	

•  Organizations must be willing to wait for 
results	

•  Sound policies will work in the long run	

Small Changes Can Pay Off 
Faster	

•  Easier to implement	

•  Require less new thinking and training	

•  Feedback arrives more quickly	

•  Small steps develop confidence that change works	





Always look for unintended consequences!	



























Which comes first, force structure or AVF decision?	


















–  Lack of awareness at 
highest level	














–  Safety of personnel	






–  Need funds for 
procurement	

–  Need funds for 
maintenance	

–  New training programs	

–  Integrate into doctrine	

Organizational Designs: Merge 



















–  Dilute Service pride	

–  One Service’s 
requirements dominate	

–  Lack of focus on one 
Service’s missions	

–  Fewer people needed	

The Role of Leadership	




















•  Short-term operations versus long-term 
capabilities	

–  concentration on today can breed failure down 
the road	

•  Large bureaucracies versus ‘bare-bones’ manning	

–  Security organizations must have enough 
people to do the job, but not so many that the 








•  ‘If you don’t know where you’re going, 
any road will take you there’	

•  Defense Restructuring is a civil-military 
process, punctuated by decisions	

•  Defense is the ‘Business’ of turning 
resources into National Security	

•  Implementing change takes leadership and 
patience	

